
Executive summary
The subject of this white paper, Simcenter™ FLOEFD™ for NX™ software, 
was selected as the tool to analyze the possibility of the LEGO® Technic 
Aero Hawk helicopter taking flight. Using the new sliding mesh technology 
of Simcenter FLOEFD to simulate the main rotor’s rotation, this study 
serves as a good test to see how Siemens Digital Industries Software’s 
computational fluid dynamics (CFD) simulation tool would handle the 
rotation of more complex geometry.
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Abstract

Simcenter FLOEFD is a highly sophisticated CFD tool. Its 
main objective is to enable engineers to make design 
decisions as quickly and simply as possible, without 
having to perform the thermal-fluid analyses that tradi-
tionally require extensive expertise and patience. 
Simcenter FLOEFD transcends the inherent obstacles of 
traditional CFD through innovative and ingenious 
technologies.

It is not impossible to believe that someone has looked 
at their LEGO Technic Aero Hawk helicopter and 
thought about what it would take to make it fly. It is 
also not impossible to believe that person was likely an 
engineer. So, how could a LEGO Technic Aero Hawk 
helicopter take flight? With the help of Siemens’ 
Simcenter FLOEFD software’s CFD tool, perhaps any-
thing is possible, even making a plastic helicopter fly.

At first glance, the LEGO Technic Aero Hawk helicopter’s 
geometry is quite complex. The parts being modeled are 
meticulous in detail. That is ideal for the design process, 
but for a CFD simulation, the question becomes how to 
mesh for this model?

Computer-aided design (CAD) can reduce the model’s 
complexity, but too much of the LEGO model’s authen-
ticity can be lost when simplifying the geometry down 
to the level typically required to perform CFD 
simulations. 

Simcenter FLOEFD, as integrated in Siemens’ NX™  
software software, was selected to analyze the LEGO 
Technic Aero Hawk helicopter, using its new sliding 
mesh technology to simulate the main rotor’s rotation. 
This serves as a good test to see how Simcenter FLOEFD 
would handle the rotation of more complex geometry.

Figure 1: The CAD model of the LEGO Technic Aero Hawk helicopter. (http://www.GrabCAD.com)
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Figure 2: Simcenter FLOEFD immersed boundary cartesian 
mesh cut-plot showing level of refinement.

The next step is to load the model into NX as-is, with 
only an additional rotating region part (simple cylindri-
cal component) modeled to represent the rotation 
region, that encapsulates the main rotor at a rotor 
speed of 300 rotations per minute (rpm). Then, set the 
computational domain size and make use of a relatively 
coarse base mesh as a start with local mesh refinements 
to control the level of mesh resolution in the rotating 

region and on the helicopter. A satisfactory mesh reso-
lution generates approximately one million cells. 
Surprisingly, Simcenter FLOEFD had no trouble creating 
the mesh, even with all of the small geometric features 
and unnecessary narrow channels between the stacked 
LEGO blocks. This is obviously wasteful, and some time 
would need to be spent cleaning up the CAD model. 
Nevertheless, there is curiosity as to how Simcenter 
FLOEFD will respond, leaving the model as-is in order to 
test the solver stability. 

With potentially 16 central processing unit (CPU) cores, 
depending on your equipment, the simulation can be 
left to run overnight with the sliding rotation option 
requiring a transient analysis. The simulation finished 
solving without error or divergence. The animations of 
the postprocessing feature, and the velocity field in the 
plane of the propeller rotation (figure 3), show the 
rotation of the mesh within the rotating region just 
moments after the initial startup. Figure 4 shows the 
velocity field as developed after a few rotations. Cut-
plots of the velocity over the propeller blades show the 
development of the boundary layer at the propeller 
surfaces, which is one of the key technologies within 
Simcenter FLOEFD that make it possible to perform 
simulations with such complex geometry.

Figure 3: Simcenter FLOEFD sliding mesh rotation.
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There is still the question: Can the LEGO Technic Aero 
Hawk actually fly? When making a time-history plot of 
the propeller lift force, after close inspection there is a 
positive offset in the average lift force, albeit fairly 
small. It is definitely not enough to lift the helicopter off 
the ground in the real world, but still a positive lift force 
nonetheless – enough to revive a youthful imagination 
that knows no bounds. As an engineer, you start to 
think like the 7-year-old you once were: “If I can develop 
a strong lightweight material, lighter than anything 
known to man, or if I can spin the propeller at 3 million 
rpm, then this LEGO Technic Aero Hawk from my child-
hood just might actually be able to fly?”

Thanks to Simcenter FLOEFD, this whole new world of 
CFD has been unlocked. A world not confined to simpli-
fied geometry or constrained by meshes and conver-
gence issues. What previously seemed hard to imagine 
is now a reality, giving the engineer in you free reign to 
imagine the possibilities.

Simcenter FLOEFD is a highly sophisticated CFD tool.  
Its main objective is to enable engineers to make design 
decisions as quickly and simply as possible, without 
having to perform the thermal-fluid analyses that tradi-
tionally require abundant expertise and patience. 
Simcenter FLOEFD transcends the inherent obstacles of 
traditional CFD, through innovative and ingenious tech-
nologies. Some of these technologies include:

• CAD embedded
• Immersed boundary adaptive cartesian mesh
• Two-scale modified wall functions
• Enhanced k- ε turbulence model

These technologies make Simcenter FLOEFD an efficient 
and productive engineering tool. It is easy to imagine a 
world of possibilities with a CFD tool that is easy to use, 
makes meshing a breeze, is highly tolerant of complex 
geometry and provides quick, stable, accurate and 
converged solutions.

Figure 6: Time-history graph of rotor blade lift force.Figure 5: Velocity cut-plots around rotor blade detail.

Figure 4: Velocity contour plot with rotor blade rotation.
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About Siemens Digital Industries Software
Siemens Digital Industries Software is driving 
transformation to enable a digital enterprise where 
engineering, manufacturing and electronics design 
meet tomorrow. Our solutions help companies of all 
sizes create and leverage digital twins that provide 
organizations with new insights, opportunities and 
levels of automation to drive innovation. For more 
information on Siemens Digital Industries Software 
products and services, visit siemens.com/software  
or follow us on LinkedIn, Twitter, Facebook and 
Instagram. Siemens Digital Industries Software –  
Where today meets tomorrow.
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